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Abstract. We design experiments to jointly elicit risk and time preferences for the
adult Danish population. Since subjects are generally risk averse, we find that joint
elicitation provides estimates of discount rates that are significantly lower than those
found in previous studies and more in line with what would be considered as a priori
reasonable rates. The statistical specification relies on a theoretical framework that
involves a latent trade-off between long-run optimization and short-run temptation.
Estimation of this specification is undertaken using structural, maximum likelihood
methods. Our main results based on exponential discounting are robust to alternative
specifications such as hyperbolic discounting. These results have direct implications
for attempts to elicit time preferences, as well as debates over the appropriate
domain of the utility function when characterizing risk aversion and time
consistency.
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Utility functions are characterized in three dimensions, reflecting preferences over goods,
time and uncertainty. The utility function conventionally characterizes preferences over goods
defined by a time period and a state of nature, preferences over the temporal allocation of goods,
and preferences over outcomes as realizations of uncertain states of nature. This broad
characterization includes most alternatives to conventional expected utility theory.1 We focus on the
utility function for income and background consumption, collapsing the choice over goods down to
just one good so that there is no choice option with respect to goods.2 We jointly elicit risk and time
preferences, using controlled experiments with field subjects in Denmark. Joint elicitation is
necessary for identification of both risk and time preference parameters, and we present subjects
with one task that identifies their risk attitudes and another task that identifies their discount rate.
We show that joint elicitation of risk and time preferences results in significantly lower discount rates than
separate elicitation of discount rates. The reason is that we infer discount rates defined in terms of
temporally dated utility, rather than assume that individuals are risk neutral and that discount rates
are defined in terms of temporally dated income. Since our subjects have concave utility functions,
the implied discount rates are lower than when one incorrectly assumes a linear utility function.
We use data from a field methodology developed by Harrison, Lau, Rutström and Sullivan
[2005] (HLRS) to elicit both risk and time preferences from the same respondents. They used
relatively simple experimental procedures that have evolved in the recent literature to study each.
These experimental procedures are presented in section 1, and build on the risk aversion
experiments of Holt and Laury [2002] (HL) and the discount rate experiments of Coller and
Williams [1999] (CW) and Harrison, Lau and Williams [2002] (HLW). Data is collected in the field in
Denmark, to obtain a sample that offers a wider range of individual socio-demographic
characteristics than usually found in subject pools recruited in colleges, as well as a sample that can

1

The major exception for present purposes is the approach of Kreps and Porteus [1978], which
allows for preferences over the timing of the resolution of uncertainty.
2
Background consumption is the optimized consumption stream based on wealth and income that is
perfectly anticipated, before allowing for the effects of the money offered in the experimental tasks.
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be used to make inferences about the preferences of the adult population of Denmark. These
experiments are “artefactual field experiments” in the terminology of Harrison and List [2004], since
we essentially take lab experiments to field subjects.
Our statistical specification uses a theoretical framework that involves a trade-off between
long-run optimization and short-run temptation, following theories presented by Fudenberg and
Levine [2006] (FL), and Benhabib and Bisin [2005]. We view the risk responses as being made with a
strong short-run focus since subjects are paid for these responses at the end of the experiment,
implying the presence of immediate temptation. The income earned from the risk task is therefore
integrated with short-run background consumption. On the other hand, the discount rate responses
have payoff consequences at least one month into the future which removes immediate temptation,
and income from these responses are therefore integrated with background consumption over a
longer period of time. The relationship between risk and time preferences is initially specified by an
exponential discount function and an explicit utility function. We evaluate the implied latent
theoretical specification in section 2 using structural maximum likelihood methods. These estimates
show moderate risk aversion and an average discount rate of 10.1% per annum. This estimate is
significantly lower than the average discount rate of 25.2% per annum inferred from similar
procedures that assume risk neutrality.
Our estimates rely on parametric functional forms, which is just to say that some theoretical
structure is needed to measure these latent preferences correctly. So it is important to consider
alternative specifications and functional forms, even if the ones we initially chose are standard. In
section 3 we consider models that (i) allow for observable individual characteristics, (ii) reflect
unobservable differences in preferences, (iii) use hyperbolic specifications of the discount rate
function, and finally (iv) allow for more than one latent data-generating process. We find that our
main result is robust to the use of these alternative specifications: discount rates defined over utility
streams are significantly lower than discount rates defined over income streams.
There are only a few studies that address the joint elicitation of risk and time preferences
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directly using monetary incentives and procedures familiar to experimental economists. None of
these studies consider the formal theoretical link between elicited risk attitudes and individual
discount rates that is our focus. We review this related literature in section 4. Finally, section 5
concludes with implications of our research.

1. Experimental Procedures for Eliciting Risk and Time Preferences
Our experimental procedures are documented in detail in HLRS, so we focus here just on
the basics. In brief, each subject was asked to respond to four risk aversion tasks and six discount
rate tasks. Each such task involved a series of binary choices, typically 10 per task. Thus each subject
typically provides 100 binary choices that can be used to infer risk and time preferences.

A. Risk Preferences: Measuring Risk Aversion
Holt and Laury [2002] devise a simple experimental measure for risk aversion using a
multiple price list (MPL) design.3 Each subject is presented with a choice between two lotteries,
which we can call A or B. Table 1 illustrates the basic payoff matrix presented to subjects in our
experiments.4 The first row shows that lottery A offered a 10% chance of receiving 2,000 DKK and
a 90% chance of receiving 1,600 DKK. The expected value of this lottery, EVA, is shown in the
third-last column as 1,640 DKK, although the EV columns were not presented to subjects.
Similarly, lottery B in the first row has chances of payoffs of 3,850 and 100 DKK, for an expected
value of 475 DKK. Thus the two lotteries have a relatively large difference in expected values, in this
case 1,165 DKK. As one proceeds down the matrix, the expected value of both lotteries increases,

3

The MPL appears to have been first used in pricing experiments by Kahneman, Knetsch and Thaler
[1990], and has been adopted in recent discount rate experiments by CW. It has a longer history in the
elicitation of hypothetical valuation responses in “contingent valuation” survey settings, as discussed by
Mitchell and Carson [1989; p. 100, fn. 14]. Andersen, Harrison, Lau and Rutström [2006] examine the
properties of the MPL procedure in detail, and Harrison and Rutström [2007] review alternative elicitation
procedures for risk attitudes.
4
As explained in HLRS the task also varied across subjects in terms of the width of the intervals and
the number of rows.
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but the expected value of lottery B becomes greater relative to the expected value of lottery A.
The subject chooses A or B in each row, and one row is later selected at random for payout
for that subject. The logic behind this test for risk aversion is that only risk-loving subjects would
take lottery B in the first row, and only very risk-averse subjects would take lottery A in the second
last row. Arguably, the last row is simply a test that the subject understood the instructions, and has
no relevance for risk aversion at all. A risk neutral subject should switch from choosing A to B when
the EV of each is about the same, so a risk-neutral subject would choose A for the first four rows
and B thereafter.
We take each of the binary choices of the subject as the data, and estimate the parameters of
a latent utility function that explains those choices using an appropriate error structure to account
for the panel nature of the data. Once the utility function is defined, for a candidate value of the
parameters of that function, we can construct the expected utility of the two gambles, and then use a
linking function to infer the likelihood of the observed choice. We discuss statistical specifications in
more detail in section 2.
We undertake four separate risk aversion tasks with each subject, each with different prizes
designed so that all 16 prizes span the range of income over which we seek to estimate risk aversion.
The four sets of prizes are as follows, with the two prizes for lottery A listed first and the two prizes
for lottery B listed next: (A1: 2000 DKK, 1600 DKK; B1: 3850 DKK, 100 DKK), (A2: 2250 DKK,
1500 DKK; B2: 4000 DKK, 500 DKK), (A3: 2000 DKK, 1750 DKK; B3: 4000 DKK, 150 DKK),
and (A4: 2500 DKK, 1000 DKK; B4: 4500 DKK, 50 DKK). At the time of the experiments, the
exchange rate was approximately 6.55 DKK per U.S. dollar, so these prizes range from
approximately $7.65 to $687.
We ask the subject to respond to all four risk aversion tasks and then randomly decide which
task and row to play out. In addition, the large incentives and budget constraints precluded paying all
subjects, so each subject is given a 10% chance to actually receive the payment associated with his
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decision.5

B. Time Preferences: Measuring Individual Discount Rates
The basic experimental design for eliciting individual discount rates (IDRs) was introduced
in CW and expanded in HLW. Subjects in our experiments were given payoff tables such as the one
illustrated in Table 2, with 10 symmetric intervals. In this example, Option A offered 3000 DKK in
one month and Option B paid 3000 DKK + x DKK in seven months, where x ranged from annual
rates of return of 5% to 50% on the principal of 3000 DKK, compounded quarterly to be consistent
with general Danish banking practices on overdraft accounts. The payoff tables provided the annual
and annual effective interest rates for each payment option, and the experimental instructions
defined these terms by way of example.6 Subjects were asked to choose between Option A and B for
each of the 10 payoff alternatives, and one decision row was selected at random to be paid out at the
chosen date. If a risk-neutral subject prefers the 3000 DKK in one month then, using the standard
model of the previous experimental literature, we can infer that the annual discount rate is higher
than x%; otherwise, we can infer that it is x% or less.7 We examine the theoretical basis for these
direct inferences about discount rates in section 2.
We use the multiple-horizon treatment from HLW. From the perspective of the task faced
by the subjects, the only variations are that the instrument is now computerized, and subjects are
presented with 6 discount rate tasks, corresponding to 6 different time horizons: 1 month, 4 months,

5
There is considerable behavioral evidence that rewarding subjects by selecting one task at random
for payment does not distort choices, even though it does make the overall experiment a compound lottery.
See Harrison, Lau and Rutström [2007; fn.16] for evidence on this issue for the risk aversion instrument we
used here, and Harrison and Rutström [2007; §2.6] for similar evidence in comparable lottery choice tasks.
6
CW and HLW provided annual and annual effective interest rates to help subjects compare lab and
field investments. This feature may reduce comparison errors and CW find that providing information on
interest rates has a significant negative effect on elicited discount rates.
7
We assume that the subject does not have access to perfect capital markets, as explained in CW
(p.110) and HLW (p.1607ff.). This assumption is plausible, but also subject to checks from responses to the
financial questionnaire that CW, HLW and we ask each subject to complete. The effects of allowing for field
borrowing and lending opportunities on elicited discount rates for risk neutral subjects are discussed by CW
and HLW; Harrison, Harstad and Rutström [2004] discuss the general implications of allowing for extraexperimental trading opportunities on inferences from experimental responses.
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6 months, 12 months, 18 months, and 24 months.8 In each task subjects are provided two future
income options rather than one “instant income” option and one future income option. We follow
HLW and use a delay of one month to the early income option in all tasks. For example, they were
offered 3000 DKK in one month and 3000 DKK + x DKK in 7 months, so that we interpret the
revealed discount rate as applying to a time horizon of 6 months. This avoids the potential problem
of the subject facing extra risk or transactions costs with the future income option, as compared to
the “instant” income option.9 If the delayed option were to involve such additional transactions
costs, then the revealed discount rate would include these subjective transactions costs. By having
both options presented as future income we hold these transactions costs constant.
Each subject responded to all six discount rate tasks and one task and row was chosen at
random to be played out. Future payments to subjects were guaranteed by the Danish Ministry of
Economic and Business Affairs, and made by automatic transfer from the Ministry’s bank account
to the subject’s bank account. This payment procedure is similar to a post-dated check, and
automatic transfers between bank accounts are a common procedure in Denmark. Finally, each
subject was given a 10% chance to receive actual payment. Thus, each subject faced a 10% chance of
receiving payment in the risk preference task as well as a 10% chance in the time preference task.
Our estimation strategy is the same as for the lottery task. We take each of the binary choices
of the subject as data, and estimate the parameters with an error structure that recognizes the panel
nature of the data. Risk attitudes and discount rates are estimated jointly. In effect, the lottery tasks
identify risk attitudes and the intertemporal tasks identify discount rates.

8
The design mimics the format used by HL in their risk aversion experiments: in that case the rows
reflected different probabilities of each prize, and in this case the rows reflect different annual effective rates
of return. We exploit this similarity of format in the design of our computerized interface to subjects, and in
the use of trainers in the risk aversion task as a generic substitute for trainers in the discount rate task.
9
These transactions costs are discussed in CW, and they include simple things such as remembering
to pick up the delayed payment as well as more complex things such as the credibility of the money actually
being paid in the future. As discussed in HLRS the design of our experiment was intended to make sure that
the credibility of receiving the money in the future was high. These considerations may be important in a field
context, particularly in less developed countries.
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C. Experimental Procedures and Data
The sample for the field experiments was designed to generate a representative sample of the
adult Danish population between 19 and 75 years of age. The experiments were conducted over 20
sessions, between June 2 and June 24, 2003, in 19 locations spread over Denmark, and a total of 253
subjects participated. Details of the procedures, instructions, and sample frame are provided in
Supplementary Materials available online.

2. Identifying Risk and Time Preferences
A. General Statement
Consider the identification of risk and time preferences in the canonical case of mainstream
economic theory. Specifically, if we assume that Expected Utility Theory (EUT) holds for the
choices over risky alternatives and that discounting is exponential then the subject is indifferent
between two income options Mt and Mt+- if and only if
U(7+Mt) + (1/(1+ )-) U(7) = U(7) + (1/(1+ )-) U(7+Mt+-)

(1)

where U(7+Mt) is the utility of monetary outcome Mt for delivery at time t plus some measure of
background consumption 7,

is the discount rate, - is the horizon for delivery of the later

monetary outcome at time t+-, and the utility function U is separable and stationary over time. The
left hand side of equation (1) is the sum of the discounted utilities of receiving the monetary
outcome Mt at time t (in addition to background consumption) and receiving nothing extra at time
t+-, and the right hand side is the sum of the discounted utilities of receiving nothing over
background consumption at time t and the outcome Mt+- (plus background consumption) at time
t+-. Thus (1) is an indifference condition and

is the discount rate that equalizes the present value

of the utility of the two monetary outcomes Mt and Mt+-, after integration with an appropriate level
of background consumption 7.
Most analyses of discounting models implicitly assume that the individual is risk neutral,10 so
10

See Keller and Strazzera [2002; p. 148] and Frederick, Loewenstein and O’Donoghue [2002;
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that (1) is instead written in the more familiar form
Mt = (1/(1+ )-) Mt+where

(2)

is the discount rate that makes the present value of the two monetary outcomes Mt and Mt+-

equal.
To state the obvious, (1) and (2) are not the same. As one relaxes the assumption that the
decision maker is risk neutral, it is apparent from Jensen’s Inequality that the implied discount rate
decreases if U(M) is concave in M. Thus one cannot infer the level of the individual discount rate
without knowing or assuming something about their risk attitudes. This identification problem
implies that risk attitudes and discount rates cannot be estimated based on discount rate experiments
alone, but separate tasks to identify the influence of risk preferences must also be implemented.

B. Parametric Structure
We can quickly put some familiar parametric structure on this statement of the identification
problem. Let the utility function be the constant relative risk aversion (CRRA) specification
U(M) = (7+M)(1r)/(1r)

(3)

for rg1, where r is the CRRA coefficient.11 Background consumption, 7, is assumed to be zero in
some studies and to represent lifetime wealth in other studies. We assume that 7>0 and view this
specification as a “reduced form” model that is consistent with a variety of structural models, as
discussed in section C. With this functional form, r=0 denotes risk neutral behavior, r>0 denotes
p.381ff.] for an explicit statement of this assumption, which is often implicit in applied work, as well as
examples of the wide use of the exponential discounting function. We refer to risk aversion and concavity of
the utility function interchangeably, but it is concavity that is central (the two can differ for non-EUT
specifications).
11
There are numerous applications of the CRRA specification under Expected Utility Theory and
Prospect Theory. Gollier [2001; p.27] notes the different asymptotic properties of this CRRA specification
when r is higher and lower than one. When r<1 utility goes from 0 to  as income goes from 0 to , and
when r>1 utility goes from minus  to 0 as income goes from 0 to . An alternative CRRA function is U(M) =
(7+M)', where 'g0 and (1') is the CRRA coefficient. Wakker [2006] provides a valuable exposition of the
formal properties of this venerable function, and some variants found in the literature. While the latter
function has the unfortunate property that marginal utility is negative for '<0, this is not the case for the
utility function (3) that we use. In addition, even though the CRRA specification (3) can generate negative
discount rates for extreme risk attitudes, such as r>1, in the absence of background consumption 7, it is wellbehaved when background consumption is included, as it is here.
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risk aversion, and r<0 denotes risk loving behavior.
To relate this specification to the risk aversion choices in our experiment, one can calculate
the implied bounds on the CRRA coefficient for each row in Table 1, and these are in fact reported
by HL [2002; Table 3]. These intervals are shown in the final column of Table 1, assuming that
background consumption 7 is zero. Thus, for example, a subject that made 5 safe choices and then
switched to the risky alternatives would have revealed a CRRA interval between 0.14 and 0.41, and a
subject that made 7 safe choices would have revealed a CRRA interval between 0.68 and 0.97, and
so on. Thus the binary choices of the subject can be explained by different values of the CRRA
coefficient, and the coefficient estimated using standard maximum likelihood procedures (explained
in detail below). For positive background consumption levels the same observed choices would
imply higher absolute values of the CRRA coefficients, i.e. more curvature of the utility functions.
There is evidence from the lab and field that subjects are risk averse over stakes ranging
between pennies and several hundred dollars. Holt and Laury [2002][2005] produced the most
widely cited evidence from the lab, and they show that subjects are moderately risk averse. Harrison,
Lau and Rutström [2007] find comparable results with artefactual field experiments conducted with
the adult Danish population used for our analysis. This literature also offers some evidence of lower
estimates of relative risk aversion when the stakes in the experimental task are reduced significantly,
which may cause one to question our use of the restrictive CRRA function. However, Harrison, Lau
and Rutström [2007] find that CRRA holds locally over the domain of stakes offered here, and we
adopt this specification because it is convenient and popular in the theoretical and empirical
literature on risk preferences. We do not claim that the particular estimates provided here would
hold globally if the stakes in our tasks are reduced or increased by a significant amount.

C. Theoretical Issues
The theoretical problem with this empirical evidence is that one expects decision-makers to
be essentially risk neutral over small stakes such as these if they integrate the lottery prizes with
-9-

lifetime wealth (or consumption over any period exceeding several months). If the decision-maker is
not risk neutral with respect to small stake lotteries, one can construct absurd predictions that are
counter-intuitive (Rabin [2000]).
Turning to time preferences, there is evidence that decision makers exhibit a “passion for the
present” when offered choices between monetary amounts today or in the future, but that they do
not exhibit such a passion when offered choices between monetary amounts at different dates in the
future. That is, the discount rate required to rationalize the choice of money today or in the future is
extremely high (in the order of hundreds of percent p.a., or even thousands of percent), but the
discount rate required to rationalize the choice of money at two distinct future dates is relatively low and
constant with respect to the implied time delay (Frederick, Loewenstein and O’Donoghue [2002]
and HLW). This sharp drop in discount rates is most popularly characterized by “quasi-hyperbolic
preference” structures. A time delay on the early payment is referred to as a “front end delay,” so
these results hinge on whether that front end delay is zero or positive.
Fudenberg and Levine [2006] propose a dual-self model12 that addresses these two
“elephants in the room.” They propose a framework in which a decision maker does not always
make decisions in a purely myopic manner, nor does he always optimize over lifetime wealth. They
acknowledge that each person has an interest in long term goals, but is at the same time tempted by
more immediate consumption opportunities. One of the implications of the FL model is that
income received in an experimental setting is completely integrated with lifetime wealth as an
argument of utility only when short term temptation is completely absent or under self-control. On
the other hand, in some situations the short term temptation completely dominates, and there is no
consideration for long term goals, implying that income is not integrated into lifetime wealth. The

12

The concept of “dual selves” has a long lineage in behavioral economics, and findings from
neuroscience suggest that multiple brain systems interact when subjects make economic decisions (Cohen
[2005]). An alternative interpretation of the concept “dual selves” would be a single decision maker that has
dual cognitive processes that are activated under different conditions. This interpretation is consistent with
the literature on dual process theories of mind in psychology and economics (e.g., Barrett, Tugade and Engle
[2004] and Benhabib and Bisin [2005]).
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costliness of exercising self-control determines the trade-off between lifetime wealth maximization
and short term temptation, so final decisions tend neither to reflect pure short term temptation nor
pure lifetime wealth maximization.
Our empirical model reflects such tradeoffs by varying how income from the experimental
task is integrated into other extra-experimental income and wealth. We are agnostic with respect to
the mechanism by which the integration takes place, recognizing only that when money is paid out
immediately the shorter term temptations are stronger than when money is paid out with some
temporal delay. Subjects in our experiments are confronted with lottery choices for which they are
paid immediately, as well as non-stochastic asset choices for which they are paid with at least a one
month delay. We specify one utility function for the risk aversion task and another utility function,
with a less binding liquidity constraint, for the discount rate task. This distinction is justified by the
temporal difference in the receipt of the payoffs in the two sets of decisions. In other settings one
could also imagine the distinction being justified by the size of the stakes in the payoffs, although
that is not a factor in our experiments.
We then estimate the parameters of these utility functions simultaneously. The parameters to
be estimated include the risk parameter r and the discount rate . Immediate experimental income is
integrated directly with background consumption 7, which is an exogenous parameter in the model.
In the utility function for the risk aversion task, immediate experimental income can be thought of
as divided evenly across  periods of time, and the fraction 1/ of this income is integrated with
background consumption 7. We set =1 throughout, but retain the notation to contrast with the
treatment of delayed experimental income from the discount rates tasks. Delayed experimental
income is divided evenly across  periods of time, and the fraction 1/ of this income is integrated
with background consumption 7. We typically consider cases in which >1, since the dual self
modeling assumption requires that >. We parametrically vary this factor  to trace the effect it
has on the estimated risk parameter and discount rate.13 Thus, the utility functions differ only in the
13

An important maintained assumption in our empirical model is that the risk parameter r is constant
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treatment of how background consumption 7 is integrated with experimental income from the
different tasks.
It is important to be precise on how this theoretical framework is applied in experimental
settings, since considerable confusion has arisen about the theoretical interpretation of risk and time
preferences elicited in experiments. If an agent who is maximizing utility subject to a lifetime budget
constraint is given the lotteries that are typical in lab experiments he should be risk-neutral, since the
stakes would be spread over the expected lifetime and amount to minuscule amounts per period. In
FL this type of agent is modeled as the long-run self; an alternative strategy in Benhabib and Bisin
[2005] (BB) models the agent as activating a controlled cognitive process which is immune to
temptation. If this agent is also asked to make choices between monetary amounts to be paid at
different time periods, he would exhibit constant discounting, whether or not a front end delay was
used.
Conversely, if an agent who is completely open to temptation is asked to make the lottery
choices in the risk aversion task, where prizes are to be resolved today, he would not necessarily be
risk neutral. And if he is asked to make choices over monetary amounts at different time horizons,
he would pick the amount with no front end delay, and would be indifferent if offered choices
between amounts at two future dates. This agent, completely under the spell of temptation, is
modeled as the short-term decision maker in FL or as an agent relying on an automatic cognitive
process susceptible to temptation in BB.
So clearly neither FL’s long-run self nor the short-run self would be able to explain all of the
experimental choices we observe. Instead, we observe what appears to be the outcome of a decision

over time and planning horizons. Thus we assume the same r applies to utility over the lottery payoffs, which
are paid immediately, as to utility over the asset choices, which all have a front-end delay. This assumption is
plausible from both an empirical and a theoretical perspective. Andersen, Harrison, Lau and Rutström [2008]
use data from a panel experiment with similar monetary incentives and find some variation in risk attitudes
over time, but they do not detect a general tendency for risk attitudes to increase or decrease over a 17months time span. Theoretically, it allows us to focus on the role of differences in consumption smoothing
between the two selves of our agent. Rich as our experimental design is, we do not believe it would be
possible to identify differences in the risk parameter as well as differences in consumption smoothing.
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process where temptation and long-run considerations are simultaneously involved, such as when
the choices of FL’s short-run self are imperfectly constrained by a latent long-run self through some
self-control mechanism. Exactly how this self-control is effected is left vague, since one could
imagine a wide range of cognitive or logistical processes that might do the job. But if the cost of
self-control is positive, temptation will continue to influence decisions but possibly tempered by
considerations of the longer-run.
One attractive feature of this theoretical specification is that the usual assumptions of the
experimental literature emerge when we set ==1. It allows us to cleanly evaluate the implications
of taking these theoretical issues seriously when making inferences from experimental data. Since

=1 throughout, this special case is obtained later when we report estimates conditional on
assuming that =1.

D. Statistical Specification
We apply the dual-self model in our analysis and explicitly recognize the different trade-offs
between short-run temptation and long-run goals that agents make across the different tasks. The
risk aversion responses are those of an unconstrained short-run self falling pray to temptation. The
payment is immediate and may therefore be seen as integrated with whatever pocket-cash the subject
normally has access to.14 The discount rate tasks all used a front end delay, making immediate
temptation irrelevant. These delayed payments are therefore likely to be integrated with background
consumption over a longer period of time, which may fall well short of the remaining lifetime if
there are spending goals in intermediate time periods that exert some temptation.
We can write out the likelihood function for the choices that our subjects made and jointly
estimate the risk parameter r and the discount rate . Consider first the contribution to the overall
likelihood from the risk aversion responses. Probabilities for each outcome Mj, p(Mj), are those that
14

It may be the case that the exertion of self-control is motivated by the stakes offered so that with
larger stakes and greater self-control the relevant background consumption may reflect longer-run goals even
when the payment is immediate. We do not model this possibility here, however.
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are induced by the experimenter, so expected utility is simply the probability weighted utility of each
outcome in each lottery. Since there were two outcomes in each lottery, the EU for lottery i is
EUi = j=1,2 [ p(Mj) × U(7+Mj/) ] = j=1,2 [ p(Mj) × U(7+Mj) ].

(4)

We drop the symbol  for simplicity, since =1 and is only needed to remind us that .
A simple stochastic specification from Holt and Laury [2002] is used to specify likelihoods
conditional on the model. The EU for each lottery pair is calculated for candidate estimate of r and

7, and the ratio
/EU = EUB1/ / (EUA1/ + EUB1/)

(5)

calculated, where EUA refers to Option A and EUB refers to Option B, and  is a structural “noise
parameter” used to allow some errors from the perspective of the deterministic EUT model. The
index /EU is in the form of a cumulative probability distribution function defined over differences
in the EU of the two lotteries and the noise parameter .15 Thus, as   0 this specification collapses
to the deterministic choice EUT model, where the choice is strictly determined by the EU of the two
lotteries; but as  gets larger and larger the choice essentially becomes random. This is one of several
different types of error story that could be used.16 The index in (5) is linked to observed choices by
specifying that the Option B lottery is chosen when /EU>½.
Thus the likelihood of the risk aversion responses, conditional on the EUT and CRRA
specifications being true, depends on the estimates of r and , and the observed choices. If we
ignore the responses that reflect indifference, the conditional log-likelihood is
ln LRA (r, ; y, 7, X) = i [ (ln (/EU) yi = 1) + (ln (1/EU) yi = 1) ]

15

(6)

An alternative approach might be to define an index as the EU difference, and then specify some
cumulative distribution function to link it to the observed choices. For example, the cumulative standard
normal distribution leads to the probit specification.
16
See Harless and Camerer [1994], Hey and Orme [1994] and Loomes and Sugden [1995] for the first
wave of empirical studies including some formal stochastic specification in the version of EUT tested. There
are several species of “errors” in use, reviewed by Hey [1995][2002], Loomes and Sugden [1995], Ballinger
and Wilcox [1997], and Loomes, Moffatt and Sugden [2002]. Some place the error at the final choice between
one lottery or the other after the subject has decided deterministically which one has the higher expected
utility; some place the error earlier, on the comparison of preferences leading to the choice; and some place
the error even earlier, on the determination of the expected utility of each lottery.
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where yi =1(1) denotes the choice of the Option B (A) lottery in risk aversion task i, and X is a
vector of individual characteristics. The subjects were told at the outset that any expression of
indifference would mean that if that choice was selected to be played out the experimenter would
toss a fair coin to make the decision for them. Hence one can modify the likelihood to take these
responses into account by recognizing that such choices implied a 50:50 mixture of the likelihood of
choosing either lottery
ln LRA (r, ; y, 7, X) = i [ (ln (/EU) yi = 1) + (ln (1/EU) yi = 1) +
(½ ln (/EU) + ½ ln (1/EU) yi = 0) ]

(61)

where yi =0 denotes the choice of indifference. Only 4.6% of the observed choices in our
experiments were expressions of indifference, but it is appropriate to use (61) to account for them.17
A similar specification is employed for the discount rate choices. Equation (4) is replaced by
the discounted utility of each of the two options, conditional on some assumed discount rate, and
equation (5) is defined in terms of those discounted utilities instead of the expected utilities. If we
assume that the subject integrates the two monetary amounts in the discount rate tasks with
background consumption 7 over  periods of time, then Option A that is paid out at time t
provides the following intertemporal sequence of utility
[Ut(7+MA/), Ut+1(7+MA/), ... , Ut+1(7+MA/)] [Ut+-(7), Ut+-+1(7), ... , Ut+-+ 1(7)]
and Option B that is paid out at time t+- provides the intertemporal sequence of utility
[Ut(7), Ut+1(7), ... , Ut+1(7)] [Ut+-(7+MB/), Ut+-+1(7+MB/), ... , Ut+-+1(7+MB/)]
where MA and MB are the monetary amounts in the choice tasks presented to subjects, illustrated in
Table 2.18 The discounted utility of Option A is then given by

17
Our treatment of indifferent responses uses the specification developed by Papke and Wooldridge
[1996; equation 5, p.621] for fractional dependant variables. Alternatively, one could follow Hey and Orme
[1994; p.1302] and introduce a new parameter - to capture the idea that certain subjects state indifference
when the latent index showing how much they prefer one lottery over another falls below some threshold - in
absolute value. This is a natural assumption to make, particularly for the experiments they ran in which the
subjects were told that expressions of indifference would be resolved by the experimenter, but not told how
the experimenter would do that (p.1295, footnote 4). It adds one more parameter to estimate, but for good
cause.
18
The even division of income over the  periods of time is a convenient assumption that simplifies
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PVA = i={t,... , t+1} [(1/(1+ )(it)) U(7+MA/)] + i={t+-,... , t+-+1} [(1/(1+ )(it)) U(7)]

(7)

and the discounted utility of Option B is
PVB = i={t,... , t+1} [(1/(1+ )(it)) U(7)] + i={t+-,... , t+-+1} [(1/(1+ )(it)) U(7+MB/)]

(8)

where the utility function is assumed to be stationary over time.19
The parameter  defines the number of periods over which the two delayed monetary
amounts in the discount rate choices are integrated with background consumption 7. If =1 then
the period of assumed consumption is the same across the risk aversion and discount rate tasks,
since the period of assumed consumption in the risk aversion task, , is equal to 1 throughout. But
we generally expect  to be greater than 1 due to the differences in the delay with which the prizes
are paid out: no delay for the risk aversion task, and at least 30 days for the discount rate task. For
very large values of  we approach lifetime wealth. One interpretation of  and  is that they
represent the time horizon over which the subject is optimizing in each task. For example, if the
background consumption in the risk aversion task corresponds to the amount of money a subject
would spend in a day, then =1 by definition, and  would correspond to the number of days over
which subjects expect to spend the earnings in the discount rate task. This specification is different
from the common assumption in the discounting literature that subjects are completely liquidity
constrained and consume the monetary amounts in options A and B at the time stated in the

the mathematical expressions. We could also divide income unevenly over the  periods of time. Indeed, the
special case where subjects spend the income when it is paid out takes us back to the EUT specification
where =1. Our approach to consumption smoothing should be viewed as the simplest possible way in which
one could add structure to the experimental tasks we employ. The objective is to be able to address the
connection between choices made in the experimental tasks defined over monetary payments, and a latent
economic structure in which utility is defined over consumption streams. We noted earlier our assumption
that subjects do not have access to perfect capital markets. The special case ==1, common in the
experimental literature, in effect views monetary payments as consumption streams. Many find this identifying
assumption unattractive theoretically. Our approach can be viewed as one tractable way to explore the
sensitivity of inferences about risk attitudes and discount rates to relaxations of that assumption. In fact, there
is virtually no data on the time-path of consumption flows for individuals or households at a detailed level.
Time-use surveys are focused on work and non-work activities, and not expenditure levels (e.g., Hamermesh
and Pfann [2005]). Specialized data sets do provide some longitudinal consumption and income data, such as
those on food consumption utilized by Shapiro [2005] to investigate discount rates defined over daily caloric
intake, but they are obviously limited in scope.
19
To be precise, due to the inclusion of a front-end delay both equation (7) and (8) should include an
additional discounting factor back to the time when the decision is made. The additional discounting factor
cancels out in exponential discounting models, so for ease of exposition this is not shown here.
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instrument, and do not smooth consumption over time (Frederick, Loewenstein and O’Donoghue
[2002; p. 380]).20 That assumption, again, is just the special case in which ==1.
The parametric form for the utility function in (7) and (8) is the CRRA form given in (3)21,
so we can rewrite these as
PVA = i={t,... , t+1} [(1/(1+ )(it)) (7+MA/)(1r) ] + i={t+-,... , t+-+1} [(1/(1+ )(it)) 7(1r) ]

(71)

PVB = i={t,... , t+1} [(1/(1+ )(it)) 7(1r) ] + i={t+-,... , t+-+1} [(1/(1+ )(it)) (7+MB/)(1r) ].

(81)

It is useful to take a closer look at the relation between

and  in this specification. The subject is

indifferent between the two amounts MA and MB if and only if (71)=(81) which can be written as
(7+MA/)(1r) + (1/(1+ )-) 7(1r) = 7(1r) + (1/(1+ )-) (7+MB/)(1r),
and the discount factor can then be expressed as a function of the two amounts MA and MB and the
time period 
(1/(1+ )-) = [7(1r) (7+MA/)(1r)] /[7(1r) (7+MB/)(1r)].
It is easy to show that the discount factor in the risk neutral case (r=0) is equal to MA/MB.
L’Hôspital’s rule can be used to compute the limit value of the discount factor as  goes to infinity.
Let f() denote the numerator and g() denote the denominator. We see that f()=g()=0, and
L’Hôspital’s rule then states that
lim{} f()/g() = f1()/g1().
Differentiating the denominator and numerator with respect to  gives
f1()/g1() = (MA/MB) [(7+MA/)/(7+MB/)](r) < f1()/g1() = MA/MB.
Hence, independent of the risk preferences, the discount factor approaches the value for the risk
neutral case (MA/MB) when the monetary outcomes in the discount rate tasks are integrated with
background consumption over an infinite horizon. For finite values of  one can show that

20

Although we relax the assumption that subjects spend additional income at the time it is paid out,
we are not free to relax the assumption of binding liquidity constraints entirely. Our estimates are restricted by
the assumption that subjects are liquidity constrained beyond the time periods  and .
21
One can theoretically apply different CRRA specifications across the dual selves, but our statistical
approach restricts us to use a single CRRA specification for both selves because the risk aversion tasks are
used to identify the r-parameter and the discount rate tasks are used to identify the -parameter.
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f1()/g1()>MA/MB when r>0 and f1()/g1()<MA/MB when r<0, i.e. the discount factor is higher
than the risk neutral level if the utility function is concave (r>0) and vice versa when the utility
function is convex (r<0).
An index of the difference between these present values, conditional on r and , can then be
defined as

/PV = PVB1/ / (PVA1/ + PVB1/)

(9)

where  is a noise parameter for the discount rate choices, just as  was a noise parameter for the
risk aversion choices. It is not obvious that =, since these are cognitively different tasks. Our own
priors are that the risk aversion tasks are harder, since they involve four outcomes compared to two
outcomes in the discount rate tasks, so we would expect >. Error structures are things one should
always be agnostic about since they capture one’s modeling ignorance, and we allow the error terms
to differ between the risk and discount rate tasks.
Thus the likelihood of the discount rate responses, conditional on the EUT, CRRA and
exponential discounting specifications being true, depend on the estimates of r, ,  and , given the
assumed value of 7,  and the observed choices. If we ignore the responses that reflect indifference,
the conditional log-likelihood is
ln LDR (r, , , ; y, 7, , X) = i [ (ln (/PV) yi=1) + (ln (1/PV) yi=1) ]

(10)

where yi =1(1) again denotes the choice of Option B (A) in discount rate task i, and X is a vector
of individual characteristics. We can easily add responses that reflect indifference to the loglikelihood function and get
ln LDR (r, , , ; y, 7, , X) = i [ (ln (/PV) yi = 1) + (ln (1/PV) yi = 1) +
(½ ln (/PV) + ½ ln (1/PV) yi = 0) ]

(101)

where yi =0 denotes the choice of indifference.
The joint likelihood of the risk aversion and discount rate responses can then be written as
ln L (r, , , ; y, 7, , X) = ln LRA + ln LDR
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(11)

and maximized using standard numerical methods. Our implementation uses version 10 of Stata.22
The statistical specification allows for the possibility of correlation between responses by the same
subject.23

E. Estimates
We assume that income from the risk aversion tasks is spent in one day, i.e. =1 by
definition and 1 corresponds to the number of days over which income from the discount rate
tasks is spent. Fudenberg and Levine [2007] consider a similar time horizon for the short-run self,
and this assumption seems reasonable given the stakes in the experimental tasks and our payment
methods. Using data from the household expenditure survey at Statistics Denmark we find that per
capita consumption of private non-durable goods on an average daily basis was equal to 118 DKK
in 2003. We use this value of daily background consumption 7 in our estimations. We assume that

=1 in the baseline, which means that delayed income from the discount rate tasks is integrated with
daily background consumption over one day. In addition to our baseline estimation, we also
consider values of >1 and variations in 7, as well as a restricted specification assuming risk
neutrality.
Table 3 presents maximum likelihood estimates from our experiments.24 Panel A presents
22
We document the Stata syntax for this estimation at http://exlab.bus.ucf.edu. We also provide all
source code and data for the estimates reported here.
23
The use of clustering to allow for “panel effects” from unobserved individual effects is common
in the statistical survey literature. Clustering commonly arises in national field surveys from the fact that
physically proximate households are often sampled to save time and money, but it can also arise from more
homely sampling procedures. For example, Williams [2000; p.645] notes that it could arise from dental studies
that “collect data on each tooth surface for each of several teeth from a set of patients” or “repeated
measurements or recurrent events observed on the same person.” The procedures for allowing for clustering
allow heteroskedasticity between and within clusters, as well as autocorrelation within clusters. They are
closely related to the “generalized estimating equations” approach to panel estimation in epidemiology (see
Liang and Zeger [1986]), and generalize the “robust standard errors” approach popular in econometrics (see
Rogers [1993]). Wooldridge [2003] reviews some issues in the use of clustering for panel effects, in particular
noting that significant inferential problems may arise with small numbers of panels.
24
The data consists of observations from 253 subjects. Our data is a panel resulting in 7,928 risk
aversion choices and 15,180 discount rate choices. In this specification we do not allow for any heterogeneity
across subjects, so theory predicts a discontinuous jump in observed binary choices in the experiment. Since
we pool over subjects with different preferences, we do not see this jump in the data; an appendix illustrates
this pattern, and provides more details. We do account for observed and unobserved heterogeneity in the
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the estimates allowing for risk aversion, and panel B presents the effects of constraining the model
to assume risk neutrality. From panel A we obtain estimates of the CRRA parameter of 0.74. This
estimate is slightly higher than 0.67 reported in HLRS (p.148). However, we use different statistical
methods and the inclusion of background consumption in the utility function increases estimates of
the CRRA parameter. The risk-neutral estimate of the discount rate is close to the estimate of 24.2%
reported in HLRS (p. 151) using the same data but different statistical methods, and the 28.1%
reported in HLW using a prior series of comparable field experiments in Denmark. Critically,
allowing for risk aversion in panel A we obtain a point estimate of the discount rate of 10.1%, which
is significantly lower than the estimate in panel B of 25.2%.
This result does more than simply verify that discount rates and risk aversion are
mathematical substitutes in the sense that either of them has the effect of lowering the influence
from future payoffs on present utility. It tells us that, for risk aversion coefficients that are
reasonable from the standpoint of explaining choices in the lottery choice task, the estimated
discount rate takes on a value that is more in line with what one would expect from market interest
rates.25 To evaluate the statistical significance of adjusting for a concave utility function we test the
hypothesis that the estimated discount rate assuming risk aversion is the same as the discount rate
estimated assuming risk neutrality. We easily reject this null hypothesis. Thus, allowing for risk aversion
makes a significant difference to the elicited discount rates.26
estimates presented in §3, and the same qualitative conclusions about discount rates are obtained.
25
The discount rate is not the same thing as the intertemporal elasticity of substitution, which is the
inverse of the risk aversion coefficient under the standard, temporally-separable model (e.g., Chavas [2004;
pp. 145-146]). Using parlance from the general equilibrium calibration literature, the discount rate is the slope
of the trade-off between temporally dated utility bundles, and not the elasticity of substitution between those
bundles at some point. That elasticity is not constrained by the slope, per se.
26
We do not vary the stakes in the earlier option across the discount rate tasks, and do not
dramatically or proportionally vary them across the risk aversion tasks. If our subjects had actually faced tasks
with dramatically lower or higher stakes, we would probably not have the same estimates that we report here.
This is not to say that the estimates are fragile, just that if we varied the stakes over a significantly wider
domain we would need to employ more flexible functional forms that would allow the risk parameter r to
vary with the stake. Consider, for example, the existing evidence for the effects on estimated risk aversion as
one moves from large stake tasks to small stake tasks. Holt and Laury [2002; p.1653] use an Expo-Power
utility function and the estimate of relative risk aversion, r in our notation, varies from 0.27 at a prize level
close to 0 up to 0.63 at a prize level of $50, and then up to 0.87 at a prize level of $100. Their estimates rest
on monotonic and proportional changes in scale of rewards in experimental treatments, starting from a
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The estimates of the two error terms in Table 3 exhibit an interesting pattern. Recall that
estimates of zero indicate that no noise is present in the decision process, so we first observe that
there is evidence of some noise since the p-values for each of  and  are statistically significant.
However, there is a larger estimate of noise for the risk aversion tasks than the discount rate tasks in
panel A, consistent with our prior that the risk aversion tasks were cognitively harder.
We can parametrically vary  and evaluate the estimates of CRRA coefficients and discount
rates. The left panel in Figure 1 shows that the CRRA coefficient is 0.74 when =1, and it increases
to 0.75 when =7. Income from the risk aversion task is spent in one period and we therefore
observe marginal changes in the CRRA coefficient when  is varied. There is more variation in the
estimated discount rate and the right panel shows that =10.1% when =1, and that it increases to
14.5% when =7. The discount rate will continue to rise as  increases, and it tends to the risk
neutral level of 25.2% as  goes to infinity. In fact, the log-likelihood of the model is maximized
when =1, and steadily worsens as  is incremented. The values of the likelihood are very similar for
small , ranging from -12,459.12 at =1 to -12,459.37, -12,460.41, -12,461.81 and -12,463.38 at

=2, 3, 4 and 5, respectively. By the time =10, for example, the likelihood has dropped to -12,471
and

has risen to 16%. So there is some sensitivity of the estimates of

to increments in the

assumed , particularly for  greater than a week, but the empirical evidence points to lower values
of  being appropriate. Estimated discount rates are still significantly lower than their risk neutral
counterpart for  up to two weeks ( =17%).
Finally, we vary 7 and evaluate the estimates of CRRA coefficients and discount rates when

=1. The CRRA coefficient is 0.67 when 7=50, and increases to 0.82 when 7=200. There is very

baseline in which prizes are only $0.10, $1.60, $2.00 and $3.60, and then considering significant scale increases
in prizes by factors of 20, 50 and 90. They implicitly assume a short-run self who is completely unconstrained,
and do not integrate the money received with any background consumption. Nevertheless, these results
indicate that changes in relative risk aversion can be quantitatively large when the changes in scale are by a
common factor of 20 or more. Using the same data as we use, Harrison, Lau and Rutström [2007] found no
statistically significant changes in estimated relative risk aversion over the domain of stakes in our tasks. This
validates the use of the CRRA function for the stakes used here. However, that does not mean that we should
assume CRRA for domains that we did not evaluate in our experiments. Thus we would expect some of the
estimates in Table 3 to be different if the task given to subjects was significantly different.
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little variation in the estimated discount rate as we vary 7: for example, we estimate =10.2% when

7=50, and =9.8% when 7=200. Hence, as we increase 7 there is a slight increase in the difference
between the estimated discount rate when we allow for concavity of the utility function and the
estimated discount rate when we assume risk neutrality.

3. Alternative Specifications and Functional Forms
Although the basic insight that one should elicit risk and time preferences jointly seems
simple enough, it is clear that identification of specific estimates does rely on assuming certain
functional forms and statistical specifications. The specifications considered in section 2 and Table 3
are canonical, and important in their own right given their place in the literature. Can we say that our
main conclusion is robust to alternative specifications and functional forms? One concern is with
the effect of allowing for heterogeneity, in the sense that we allow estimable parameters to be linear
functions of observable individual characteristics (section A) or reflect unobservable differences in
preferences (section B). Another concern is with alternative discounting functions, such as those
assumed in hyperbolic discounting models (section C). Finally, we consider statistical specifications
that allow us to consider more than one latent data generating process and directly estimate the
weight of the evidence favoring the different processes (section D).

A. Heterogeneity of Preferences and Observable Characteristics
It is an easy matter to allow each parameter in (11) to be a linear function of observable
characteristics of individuals and/or treatment effects. For example, we could allow for the risk
aversion parameter r to depend on the sex of the subject, so that we would estimate
^r = ^r 0 + (r^FEMALE × FEMALE)
where ^r 0 is the estimate of the constant and ^r FEMALE shows the difference in risk for females.
Allowing for demographic effects for r and

makes no difference to our conclusion that

allowing for risk aversion gives significantly lower estimates of discount rates. We include binary
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(12)

indicators for sex, aged less than 30, aged between 40 and 50, aged over 50, living alone, having
children, owning one’s own home or apartment, being retired, being a student, having some postsecondary education, having substantial higher education, have a lower income level in 2002 (below
300,000 DKK), having a higher income level in 2002 (500,000 DKK or more), living in the greater
Copenhagen area, and living in a larger city of 20,000 inhabitants or more. We also include a variable
that measures the number of people in the household. Each of the core parameters r and

is

specified as a linear function of these characteristics, and the model is estimated using maximum
likelihood. We also estimate the model assuming that everyone is risk-neutral and allowing for
demographic heterogeneity in the estimate of .
The top panel A of Figure 2 displays kernel density estimates of the predicted discount rates
from each estimation when 7=118, =1 and =1. When we assume that subjects are risk-neutral
the mean discount rate is virtually identical to that estimated without controls for demographics. We
test whether these demographic effects on discount rates are the same across the risk neutral and
risk averse models, and confirm that they are not.27 Not only is the mean of the predicted discount
rate distribution for the risk averse case significantly below the risk neutral case, the variance is also
much smaller. This lends further support for the value of estimating risk attitudes and discount rates
simultaneously.

B. Heterogeneity of Preferences and Unobservable Characteristics
We can also extend the analysis to allow for heterogeneity of responses that are not
correlated with observable individual characteristics. One way to do this is to view the core
parameters r and

as random, quite apart from any sampling error in estimation. Thus we presume

that
r  N( rm, rsd2 )

27

Further discussion of demographic effects on risk attitudes and discount rates in Denmark is
provided by HLW, Harrison, Lau and Rutström [2007] and HLRS.
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(13)

 N(
where rm and

m

m

,

2
sd

)

(14)

are the mean values of the population parameters, rsd and

deviations of the parameters over the population, and r and

sd

are the standard

are assumed to be distributed

according to a bivariate Normal distribution. Our previous estimates can be viewed as estimating rm
and

m

under the assumption that rsd=

=0. We considered observable individual characteristics

sd

above, which of course goes a long way to recognize the population heterogeneity in these
preference parameters. However, even after correcting for observable characteristics, there may be
some unobservable heterogeneity left.
Estimation of random coefficients of this kind can be undertaken using maximum simulated
likelihood (MSL) methods.28 The essential idea of MSL methods is to simulate the likelihoods for
random draws from the proposed distribution of r and

and then average these simulated

likelihoods. So each likelihood evaluation involves  extra evaluations, where  is the number of
random draws from these distributions. Advances in computational power, and clever ways of
drawing random sequences to ensure good coverage of the intended density with minimal , make
it feasible to undertake MSL for small-dimensional problems such as ours.
We find similar estimates of the heterogeneity of risk attitudes and discount rates, again
setting 7=118 DKK, =1 and =1, and assuming zero-mean random effects from heterogeneity on
r and . The estimated standard deviation rsd is 0.056 and the estimated standard deviation
2.4%. If one imposes risk neutrality, the estimated standard deviation

sd

sd

is

is 17.1%. Panel B of Figure

2 displays the implied distributions of estimated discount rates. Thus, allowing for random
coefficients has no major impact on our estimates of risk aversion and discount rates.
The bottom panel B of Figure 2 illustrates the relationship between the heterogeneity in
discount rates when modeled using random coefficients and the alternative assumptions about risk

28

Standard references include Gouriéroux and Monfort [1996], Train [2003] and Cameron and
Trivedi [2005]. The basic numerical methods we employ were developed by Cappellari and Jenkins [2006] for
Stata. We also implemented a truncated Normal distribution for to ensure that 0 (see Train [2003;
§9.2.4]), and these estimates were virtually identical to those obtained by not truncating.
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attitudes, similar to the manner in which panel A of Figure 2 shows this relationship based on
observable demographics. The variances in both of the distributions in panel B are slightly greater
than those in panel A, which should not surprise as the predictions in B account for sources of
variation in behavior that are not captured by the observable characteristics in panel A. The increase
in variability is particularly pronounced for the special case in which one imposes risk neutrality (the
dashed lines), but is relatively slight for the general case in which one allows risk aversion (the solid
lines). The main qualitative result on the importance of correcting for the concavity of the utility
function is the same, irrespective of the two ways of correcting for heterogeneity.

C. Hyperbolic Discounting
The earliest hyperbolic specifications assumed that individuals had discount rates that
declined with the horizon they faced, in contrast to later quasi-hyperbolic specifications that posit an
initial decline and then constant (per period) discount rates. Our use of a front end delay on receipt
of the earlier option implies that we cannot test the quasi-hyperbolic specification against the
standard exponential specification, unless one assumes that the “passion for the present” lasted
longer than our front end delay. We therefore focus on the earlier hyperbolic specifications. The
most common functional form of the older literature is due to Herrnstein [1981], Ainslie [1992] and
Mazur [1987], and would replace (71) and (81) with
PVA = i={t,... , t+1} [(1/(1+ #i)) (7+MA/)(1r) ] + i={t+-,... , t+-+1} [(1/(1+ #i)) 7(1r) ]

(72)

PVB = i={t,... , t+1} [(1/(1+ #i)) 7(1r) ] + i={t+-,... , t+-+1} [(1/(1+ #i)) (7+MB/)(1r) ]

(82)

for >0, and with discounted utility to the time of decision, t=0.
Maximum likelihood estimates using (72) and (82) can be obtained using the same methods
used for the exponential specification, and the results assuming =1 are reported in Table 4. We
estimate

to be 0.10 when one allows for risk aversion, and 0.27 when risk neutrality is imposed.

Figure 3 shows the implied hyperbolic estimates of annual discount rates against the time
horizon in years. Clearly the hyperbolic model shows evidence of declining discount rates with
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horizon when risk neutrality is assumed, but the quantitative magnitude of the decline is much
smaller when one allows for concave utility functions. Furthermore, the level of discount rates is
significantly lower in the latter case, which is consistent with our previous inferences based on
exponential discounting.
We can also evaluate the effect of using a more general hyperbolic specification proposed by
Prelec [2004; p.526]. This specification replaces (71) and (81) with
PVA = i={t,... , t+1} [exp{#i} (7+MA/)(1r) ] + i={t+-,... , t+-+1} [exp{#i} 7(1r) ]

(7u)

PVB = i={t,... , t+1} [exp{#i} 7(1r) ] + i={t+-,... , t+-+1} [exp{#i} (7+MB/)(1r) ]

(8u)

The exponential discounting model emerges as a limiting case as  tends to 1. One can think of the
parameter  as characterizing the “decreasing impatience” of the decision-maker, a smoother and
inverse counterpart of the notion of a “passion for the present” in quasi-hyperbolic specifications.
As  takes values below 1, the discount function takes on the familiar shape of earlier hyperbolic
specifications. One can also think of the parameter  as characterizing time preferences in the usual
sense (Prelec [2004; p.524]). The instantaneous discount rate implied by this discount function is

t1, which collapses to  as 1. If we use this specification (8u) instead of the exponential
discounting specification (81) or the hyperbolic specification (82) we obtain essentially the same
results: elicited discount rates are significantly lower when one allows for concave utility functions.

D. Mixture Specifications
Finally, we consider the sensitivity of our conclusions to a statistical specification that allows
each observation to potentially be generated by more than one latent data-generating process. Our
motivation is to better identify the effect of jointly eliciting risk and time preferences on the weight
of evidence for exponential and hyperbolic discounting. Consider Figure 3 again, which assumes that
all of the data was generated by one hyperbolic data-generating process. The significant decline in
discount rates under risk neutrality is muted when one accounts for risk aversion. How can we use
these data to inform us about the relative importance of the exponential and hyperbolic specification
-26-

after we allow for concave utility functions?
Finite mixture models provide an ideal statistical framework to address this question.29
Consider the mixture of exponential discounting models and hyperbolic models, defined by (8 ) and
(82). We assume that EUT characterizes behavior in all other respects. The mixture likelihood
function is then
ln L (r, , , , , %; y, 7, , X) = ln LRA + [% × ln LDR-E] + [(1%) × ln LDR-H]

(15)

where % is a parameter, to be estimated and constrained such that 0%1, giving the probability that
a given observation30 is generated by the exponential discounting model. In (15) the likelihood
contributions LDR-E and LDR-H refer to the exponential and hyperbolic specifications given by (8 )
and (82), respectively.
Table 5 provides maximum likelihood estimates of this model, where estimates allowing for
a concave utility function are presented in Panel A and risk neutral estimates are presented in Panel
B. We again assume that =1 in both the exponential and the hyperbolic specifications. Figure 4
displays the predicted discounting functions for each model. From Panel A in Table 5 we see that,
when we allow for a concave utility function, 72% of the observations can be characterized as being
generated by the exponential specification with a discount rate of 6.8%, and the remaining 28% of
the observations are generated by the hyperbolic specification with =0.33. This value of

implies

the discounting function shown in the top, right panel of Figure 4: discount rates around 50% p.a
for a 3-month horizon, and around 20% p.a. for a 1-year horizon.
This mixture specification suggests that assuming that behavior is completely exponential or

29

Mixture models have an astonishing pedigree in statistics: Pearson [1894] examined data on the
ratio of forehead to body length of 1000 crabs to illustrate “the dissection of abnormal frequency curves into
normal curves,...”. In modern parlance he was allowing the observed data to be generated by two distinct
Gaussian processes, and estimated the two means and two standard deviations. Modern surveys of the
evolution of mixture models are provided by Everitt [1996] and McLachlan and Peel [2000]. Harrison and
Rutström [2005] review the literature on mixture models in experimental economics, and discuss the
interpretation of alternative mixture specifications.
30
One could alternatively define a grand likelihood in which observations or subjects are completely
classified as following one model or the other on the basis of the latent probability %. El-Gamal and Grether
[1995] illustrate this approach in the context of identifying behavioral strategies in Bayesian updating
experiments.
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hyperbolic is in error. Both specifications have some support, even if one has greater support than
the other. It also suggests that the earlier finding that the discount rate was 10.1% in section 2
masked two very different latent processes at work. It picked up the 6.8% that characterized 72% of
the sample in an exponential manner, but it also factored in the 28% of the sample that had
significantly higher discount rates for shorter horizons. In other words, it was a weighted average of
the two top panels of Figure 4, “forced” into an exponential functional form. Of course, the same is
true of the hyperbolic specification assumed in the right panel of Figure 3.
Turning to the risk neutral estimates in Panel B we observe that 93% of the observations are
generated by the exponential specification with a discount rate of 23.3%, and 7% of the observations
can be explained by the hyperbolic specification with =1.55. This value of

implies the relatively

steep discounting function shown in the bottom, right panel of Figure 4. Discount rates are around
150% p.a. for a 3-month horizon, and still over 50% p.a. for a 6-month horizon. Although the
hyperbolic specification garners a much smaller fraction of the sample when one assumes risk
neutrality, it is associated with very high discount rates for the shorter horizons. Hence, the
hyperbolic model captures choices that are associated with extreme levels of discount rates while the
majority of the choices indicate constant and moderate levels of discount rates.

4. Related Literature
There are several studies that note the connection between concave utility functions and
individual discount rates, but we are aware of only two studies that address the joint elicitation of
risk and time preferences directly using monetary incentives.31

A. Studies Using Hypothetical Tasks
Chapman [1996] draws the correct formal link between estimation of individual discount
31

There are some studies that undertake joint statistical estimation of discount rates and risk attitudes
from field data or survey data. For example, see Abdulkadri and Langemeier [2000], Issler and Piquera [2000]
and van Praag and Booij [2003].
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rates and concavity of the utility function, but does not elicit risk attitudes. Instead she uses
hypothetical questions to elicit individual discount rates over money and health, and then estimates
individual discount rates based on various assumptions about the risk attitudes of the subjects.
Kirby and Santiesteban [2003] argue correctly that the hyperbolic behavior found in many
studies may be confounded by the concavity of the utility function and transactions costs with
respect to the delayed payment option. However, they do not control for risk attitudes in their
evaluation of different discounting functions.

B. Studies Using Monetary Incentives
Anderhub, Güth, Gneezy and Sonsino [2001] (AGGS) use the Becker-DeGroot-Marschak
(BDM) procedure to elicit certainty equivalents for lotteries with varied payoff dates.32 They used
undergraduate economic students in Israel as subjects. Each subject provided either a buying or a
selling price for each of three lotteries that paid out the day of the experiment, two weeks from the
day of the experiment, and four weeks from the day of the experiment. The lotteries differ only with
respect to the timing of payments. One decision was chosen at random to be played out. AGGS find
no statistical difference between certainty equivalents across different time horizons. They find a
significant positive relationship between the degree of risk aversion and the discount rates implied by
the timing of payments.33 The differences between the elicitation tasks in our design and that of
AGGS reflect a tradeoff between compactness of experimental procedures and transparency of the
task required of subjects. While our elicitation mechanism is logically equivalent to the BDM, we
believe the binary decisions in the MPL are less of a cognitive burden for subjects. Moreover, the
AGGS design elicits a single value from subjects that reflects both risk and time preferences, while
we examine these preferences separately.

32

Ahlbrecht and Weber [1997] use a similar design, albeit with hypothetical rewards, and find no
significant relationship between risk aversion and individual discount rates in the gain domain.
33
AGGS are able to effect delayed payments by distributing post-dated checks the day of the
experiment, thereby reducing any differences between immediate and delayed payments due to subject
expectations regarding transactions costs of future payments.
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The main difference between our results and those of AGGS is that we use the information
on risk attitudes to infer the discount rate defined over utility, rather than the discount rate over
money. Using the specification of §3.A in which we allow for observable demographics
characteristics, we can predict risk attitudes and discount rates for each of our subjects. The rank
correlation of those predicted values is 0.10 with a p-value of 0.021, so we also find evidence of a
positive correlation between risk aversion and impatience.34 The rank correlation is 0.32, with a pvalue less than 0.001, if one instead estimates the discount rates under the assumption that the
subject is risk neutral. So correcting for the fact that discount rates are defined over utility streams
not just reduces the estimated discount rates, but also reduces the correlation between risk aversion
and impatience.
Eckel, Johnson and Montmarquette [2005] (EJM) conduct a field study of time and risk
preferences. Their subjects are recruited from low income neighborhoods in Montreal. Subjects in
these experiments are given 64 “compensated” questions, one of which is chosen at random for
payment. Time preferences are elicited by presenting subjects with choices between payoffs that
occur at different times. Time horizons for the later payments ranged from 2 days to 28 days, and
most early payments had a front end delay of one day, one week, or two weeks. The value for most
questions started at approximately $72 CAD, with a few questions presenting values around $26
CAD. The distribution of annual discount rates implied by the questions was lumpy, with values of
10%, 50%, 200% and 380%. In fact, EJM [2005; p.258] report short-term discount rates averaging
289% per annum, consistent with the earlier literature on discount rate elicitation.35 Given the
variance of responses, EJM construct a measure of time preferences that rely on four questions

34

This correlation across subjects is unrelated to the mathematical fact that the observed choices of a
given subject would imply lower discount rates if we assume that the subject was risk averse instead of assuming
that the subject was risk neutral. Of course, allowing for this fact is critical to estimating the correct
correlations across subjects.
35
Rates as high as this are actually quite common in the extensive psychology literature where
procedures are quite different from ours (e.g., Kirby and Marakovie [1996]). The use of hypothetical
scenarios, scrambling of the ordering of choices, and the absence of information on interest rates are
common. Following CW, who also review earlier economics experiments that do not use hypothetical
scenarios, it is now common to present subjects with an ordered series of choices to reduce simple confusion,
and to present the interest rate information.
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using the 14 days time horizon only. Risk preferences are elicited in a similar fashion by presenting
subjects with choices between lotteries in random order, where most choices involved a “less risky”
lottery that paid a single amount with certainty.36 The expected value of the lotteries ranged from
$40 CAD to $120 CAD. EJM find that subjects who choose the less risky lotteries have significantly
higher individual discount rates, which is also consistent with our finding, but they do not estimate
the relationship between risk and time preferences, or consider alternative functional forms. Again,
their finding refers to discount rates defined over money, which overstates the correct correlation
between risk attitudes and discount rates defined over utility.
Tanaka, Camerer and Nguyen [2007] propose methods to elicit risk preferences and time
preferences from individuals. Harrison and Rutström [2007; §1.6] discuss the logic and maintained
assumptions of their approach. However, their elicitation procedure for time preferences is
conceptually completely separate from their elicitation procedure for risk attitudes, and responses to
the risk attitude elicitation tasks are not used to condition inferences about time preferences. In
effect, their procedure assumes risk neutrality when inferring discount rates, which will lead to
overestimates of discount rates between utility flows since their subjects exhibit risk aversion. On
the other hand, one might be able to use the raw responses to their tasks to undertake joint
inference about risk and time preferences, using the maximum likelihood methods proposed here.

5. Conclusions
We find that credible estimates of discount rates rely on the joint estimation of risk and time
preferences. When one assumes that subjects are risk neutral when in fact they are risk averse, the
estimated discount rates are significantly biased upwards. Most of the literature has been aware of
this bias, but until now has not been able to formalize the estimation of time preferences to the
point of decomposing it. We also show that this effect is independent of the adoption of alternative

36

Each of the first ten questions presented two lotteries with the same expected value, while the
expected value of the less risky lottery was lower than the expected value of the more risky lottery in the last
four questions. The predicted value of CRRA is 0.78, which is similar to other experimental evidence.
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specifications, including hyperbolic discounting, observable and unobservable heterogeneity and the
possibility of several latent data generating processes. This robustness across specifications is
important given the role of parametric theory in allowing the identification of latent time preferences
from observed choices.
Our results have direct implications for future efforts to elicit time preferences. The obvious
one is to jointly elicit risk and time preferences, or at least to elicit risk preferences from a sample
drawn from the same population, so that inferences about time preferences can be conditioned
appropriately. There are also broader implications for the testing of theories of choice over time.
Many “discounting anomalies” have been suggested in the literature, and it is unclear a priori how the
proper accounting for concave utility functions affects these anomalies.
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2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000

0.1
0.2
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0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

p

1600
1600
1600
1600
1600
1600
1600
1600
1600
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0.1
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0.8
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1

p
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3850
3850
3850
3850
3850
3850
3850
3850
3850
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p
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0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

Lottery B

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

DKK

1640
1680
1720
1760
1800
1840
1880
1920
1960
2000

DKK

EVA

475
850
1225
1600
1975
2350
2725
3100
3475
3850

DKK

EVB

1165
830
495
160
-175
-510
-845
-1180
-1515
-1850

DKK

Difference

-, -1.71
-1.71, -0.95
-0.95, -0.49
-0.49, -0.15
-0.15, 0.14
0.14, 0.41
0.41, 0.68
0.68, 0.97
0.97, 1.37
1.37, 

Lottery B and 7=0

if Subject Switches to

Open CRRA Interval
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Note: The last four columns in this table, showing the expected values of the lotteries and the implied CRRA intervals, were not shown to subjects.

DKK

p

Lottery A

Table 1: Typical Payoff Matrix in the Risk Aversion Experiments

Table 2: Payoff Table for 6 Month Time Horizon in the Discount Rate Experiments

Payoff
Alternative

Payment
Option A
(pays
amount
below in 1
month)

Payment
Option B
(pays
amount
below in 7
months)

Annual
Interest
Rate
(AR, in percent)

Annual
Effective
Interest
Rate
(AER, in percent)

Preferred
Payment
Option
(Circle
A or B)

1

3,000 DKK

3,075 DKK

5

5.09

A

B

2

3,000 DKK

3,152 DKK

10

10.38

A

B

3

3,000 DKK

3,229 DKK

15

15.87

A

B

4

3,000 DKK

3,308 DKK

20

21.55

A

B

5

3,000 DKK

3,387 DKK

25

27.44

A

B

6

3,000 DKK

3,467 DKK

30

33.55

A

B

7

3,000 DKK

3,548 DKK

35

39.87

A

B

8

3,000 DKK

3,630 DKK

40

46.41

A

B

9

3,000 DKK

3,713 DKK

45

53.18

A

B

10

3,000 DKK

3,797 DKK

50

60.18

A

B
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Table 3: Estimates of Risk and Time Preferences Assuming Exponential Discounting

Parameter

Estimate

Lower 95%

Upper 95%

Confidence Interval

Confidence Interval

Standard Error

A. Allowing a Concave Utility Function (Risk Aversion)
r

 (for RA)
 (for DR)

0.741
0.101
0.086
0.023

0.048
0.008
0.015
0.005

0.648
0.084
0.056
0.012

0.835
0.117
0.116
0.034

B. Assuming a Linear Utility Function (Risk Neutrality)

 (for DR)

0.252
0.133

0.012
0.008
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0.228
0.118

0.276
0.148

Figure 1: Estimated Discount Rates and Days of Consumption
Risk Aversion (r)

1

Discount Rate (ä)

.2
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.9

.15
.8
.125
.7
.1

.6
.075

.5

.05
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Days

1

2

3

4

Days
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5

6

7

Figure 2: Estimated Discount Rates
Allowing for Heterogeneity of Preferences
Assuming exponential discounting and EUT

Density

A. Allowing for
Observable Heterogenity
Assuming RN
Allowing RA

0

.1

.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

.7

Estimated Discount Rate

Density

B. Allowing for
Unobservable Heterogenity
Assuming RN
Allowing RA

0

.1

.2

.3

.4

.5

Estimated Discount Rate
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.6

.7

Table 4: Estimates of Risk and Time Preferences Assuming Hyperbolic Discounting

Parameter

Estimate

Lower 95%

Upper 95%

Confidence Interval

Confidence Interval

Standard Error

A. Allowing a Concave Utility Function (Risk Aversion)
r

 (for RA)
 (for DR)

0.750
0.103
0.084
0.022

0.048
0.009
0.015
0.005

0.656
0.085
0.054
0.012

0.844
0.120
0.113
0.033

B. Assuming a Linear Utility Function (Risk Neutrality)

 (for DR)

0.270
0.136

0.015
0.008
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0.241
0.120

0.298
0.152

Figure 3: Assuming Hyperbolic Discounting
Assuming Risk Neutrality

Discount Rate

.3

.25

.25

.2

.2

.15

.15

.1

.1

.05

.05

0

0
0

1

2

Allowing Risk Aversion

.3

3

0

Horizon in Years
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1

2

3

Table 5: Mixture Model Estimates of Risk and Time Preferences

Parameter

Estimate

Lower 95%

Upper 95%

Confidence Interval

Confidence Interval

Standard Error

A. Allowing a Concave Utility Function (Risk Aversion)
r

 (for RA)
 (for DR)
%

0.774
0.068
0.333
0.077
0.012
0.720

0.048
0.008
0.040
0.015
0.004
0.042

0.680
0.052
0.256
0.046
0.005
0.638

0.869
0.083
0.411
0.107
0.019
0.803

B. Allowing a Linear Utility Function (Risk Neutrality)

 (for DR)
%

0.233
1.550
0.121
0.926

0.020
0.276
0.018
0.064
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0.194
1.009
0.087
0.800

0.272
2.091
0.155
1.051

Figure 4: Mixture Specifications of
Exponential and Hyperbolic Discounting Models
Estimated assuming linear utility or allowing concave utility
A. Allowing Risk Aversion:
Exponential Discounting (72%)

.6

Discount Rate

.5

A. Allowing Risk Aversion:
Hyperbolic Discounting (28%)

.6
.5

.4

.4

.3

.3

.2

.2

.1

.1

0

0
0

1

2

3

0

1

2

3

Horizon in Years
B. Assuming Risk Neutrality:
Exponential Discounting (93%)

Discount Rate

1.75

B. Assuming Risk Neutrality:
Hyperbolic Discounting (7%)

1.75

1.5

1.5

1.25

1.25

1

1

.75

.75

.5

.5

.25

.25

0

0
0

1

2

3

0

Horizon in Years
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1

2

3

Appendix A: Actual and Implied Choices
Figure A1 shows implied choices in the discounting tasks, given the default point estimates
of our model from Table 3. The vertical axis shows the fraction of responses in which option B was
chosen, and the horizontal axis lists the option B values. Obviously these values get larger as the
horizon increases. The solid line in each panel is the average of observed choices over all subjects in
the sample. The dashed line in each panel is the implied switch point of the model evaluated at the
point estimate.
The implied choices in Figure A1 are based on the point estimates from the homogeneous
preferences model of Table 3. It assumes every agent has the same preferences, does not account for
the standard error of the point estimate, and is therefore implies a “sharp” choice path. One could,
in principle, generate a series of implied choices by bootstrapping these estimates around the point
estimates, and then the implied choices would look “smoother.” This would capture the sampling
error displayed in Table 3, but not the heterogeneity across subjects.
Heterogeneity in implied responses across subjects is captured by using the estimates
generated by the model which controls for observable demographic characteristics of the individual
subjects. This is the model estimated for Panel A of Figure 2. Doing this generates the implied
choices in Figure A2, which are much smoother since they reflect differences in predictions for each
subject (reflecting their demographic characteristics).
We could extend this exercise to use the estimates and implied choices from the model used
to generate Panel B of Figure 2, allowing for unobserved heterogeneity, but the broad descriptive
ability of the model is already apparent from Figure A2.
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Figure A1: Actual and Implied Choices
Assuming Homogeneous Preferences
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Figure A2: Actual and Implied Choices
Assuming Heterogeneous Preferences

